MIDNIGHT BLUE

Words and Music by CAROL BAYER SAGER and MELISSA MANCHESTER

Moderately

Whatever it is, I'll keep till the morning.

Have-n't we both got better things to do?

Even though simple things become rough.
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haven't we had enough?
Maybe it's not the end.
And I think we can make it

Em

one more time
if we try.
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One more time for all the old times.
For
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Midnight blue.
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I think we can make it.

Wouldn't you give your heart to a friend?

Think of me as your friend.

And I think we can make it one more time if we try.
One more__time for all__of the

old, old, ___ old times.

One more__time. ___ I think we can make __

Repeat and Fade

Optional Ending

it. ___ One more__time. ___ it.